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Widening participation research

2 strands of my work as a political scientist 
interested in HE and WP
- evaluation of WP outreach programmes
- research into WP policymaking (national, 
institutional)
Methods: content analysis - critical discourse 
analysis - critical policy discourse analysis
Context: developing market system in English HE





Silver linings?

• WP is not going to go away
• More awareness of the critical importance of 

contextual admissions
• Demand is holding up
• Mature and commuter students report advantages 
• Less obvious for staffing ......



Policy trends

• Augar Review
• 'make the market work better'
• Shift from HE to FE
• --- but Govt still wedded to reducing the average 

tuition fee ..... 



Dual price scale



Now and future policy

• What happened to Augar review.....?
• Spending Review ..... ?
• 2020 recap

1. suspension of market activity (fear of numbers drop-
off so as 2019 +/- 5%)

2. ban on con/unconditional offers
3. No drop off of applicants
4. pre-92s grew about 10%.... post-92s held up



Now and future policy 2

• 2021 cycle - BTEC and A level exams cancelled 
again (centre assessed grades or 'limited entry 
exams')

• UCAS suggests more studying locally since Covid  
• Flip to online - how permanent will this end up 

being? - impact on costs and fees?
• Applicant numbers in next 5 years? likely to hold-

up due to unemployment....?



Government plans... interim response to 
Augar (Jan 2021)

• Con govt still wants to shift to Technical Voc Ed in 
FE colleges.....

• still wants to eradicate 'low quality' degree 
programmes - if it can define them

• LEO and his friends - but 'good HE' can't be 
reduced to remuneration 

• Graduate premium still exists - demand remains 
high



Augar possibilities still on the table

• Cuts to maximum tuition fee
• Reduction in state support for some subjects 

(favouring STEM)
• Higher Technical Qualifications (poss HE/FE link)
• Minimum entry requirements to qualify for student 

loans (DDD?)
• Skills for Jobs white paper - boost for careers 

advice 



Augar....but

• Single year only spending review 
• Frozen tuition income
• 2025 date for lifelong loan entitlements 
• Recognition that without a financial incentive 

young people won't turn away from degrees..
• Removal of London weighting for teaching support 

and research 
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